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Burglars Count Swag

Late Wednesday afternoon found members of the infamous House of Burglars gleefully totalling the loot of their highly successful Community Chest drive. Members of the gang—(left to right: Calvin Peterson a senior and Douglas Sullivan a junior, both from Eugene; Regina Jo-Anne Auclair "Pud" Fenz, a junior; Hopper; Bud "Tiny" Marshall, a freshman; Helen Fonger, and Dei "Pinch" Pennus, junior, Sacramento—have not yet been announced due to an uncertainty about the cost of publication, but it is estimated at 25 cents.

Increased and renewed interest in the P.E. clinic was arranged by Professor Oscar Christensen in connection with the community's "doing an editorial." Mrs. Knox, U. of O. graduate and Registrar R. E. Lieuallen heads charge of the drive in Polk county, while Miss Lautenbach carries out work with the local public address system.

Lamron Staff

Seven simper shapes gathered quietly around a small table in the darkness of a little room not far off the OCE campus. A muted party grew into open voiced discussion and finally noisy argument.

Then a wiser (?) head prevailed, and a voice stronger than the rest declared, "I tell you it's no use, gang—we go right along." And that's how the House of Burglars reformed.

First action in their campaign to continue the campus they are truly worthy citizens, after all, brought them congratulations from all sides also Wednesday when it was announced that their brilliant "hold-up barriers" in the hallways had extracted $70.60 from the student population for the Red Feather drive.

"How could they resist those posters!" muttered one wise chief chief. "Leaves (to us to get our share even though we didn't get it for ourselves this time."

Late your chief fund effort produced only $1, despite plans and work by several willing people. The drive this year was in the hands with Professor M. R. Thompson.

The House of Burglars would like to take this opportunity to express their appreciation to the student body of OCE for their cooperation in making the recent Community Chest drive a success. We would also like to say "thank you" to Peggy Gates for her fine posters and to Byron Hindman for his work with the public address system.

In charge of the faculty side. Reports on faculty contributions were incomplete at Lamron press time.

OCE Student Body

Your response to the Community Chest drive was highly gratifying. The generosity which you demonstrated indicates that the welfare of others has a high rating in your list of values.

On behalf of the Oregon, Polk, county, and Monmouth Community Chest I extend my thanks.

B. E. Lecinna, Chairman, Monmouth Community Chest

John Dewey Gets OCE's Best Wishes

One of the first official actions of the officers of OCE's John Dewey chapter of PTA was to wish the chapter's namesake happy birthday on his 60th anniversary.

Herman Johnson as president, Elaine Polizzi as vice-president and Owen Bissell as secretary, wired best wishes to the most noted of American educational philosophers Thursday evening. Ruth Smita, secretary of the PTO, state organization, also asked for the names of the group in sending a similar wire.

Dr. H. M. Gunn, as director of elementary education to Oregon, wired "Best of birthday wishes from all training teachers and teachers in Oregon."

The wires, routed through Associated Press's News Editor in Radio City, New York, were delivered at a huge banquet celebration staged by hundreds of Mr. Dewey's friends and associates that evening in New York. Dr. Dewey was present in the public address system, in charge of the faculty side.

Other schools in Oregon, informed by OCE of the event, joined in similar action.

Lamron reporter, editors, typists, still needed. It's YOUR paper—make it a success!

Sig Eps Prepare Campus Directory

Under the direction of Margaret Mills, president of the organization, the Sigma Epsilon Psi has prepared campus handbooks which will be distributed to all students.

They will contain the names and addresses of all students and faculty members, the degrees of Education, phone numbers, marital status, and other pertinent information.

The actual price of these books has not yet been announced due to an uncertainty about the cost of publication, but it is estimated at $5 cents a copy.

The cover design was planned by Bill Oesh. Lamron art editor. P.E.C.

Weekend Reunion

Whiskerines, Danes Get Major Interest

Whiskers and paws—both for Education—were.accounting for quite and furious around campus.

Interest in the annual Whiskerino court-shoutings stage of the Homecoming anticipation for the Homecoming program itself. It is rumored that the Whiskerino awards this year will be something stupendous—if not in value at least in impact. The awards will be made at the Friday evening dance.

Lamrom columns within the ranks of the dance committee also hints at a real surprise, but that's all he'd tell the Whiskerino court—and find out!

Homecoming is a real job, and many people on campus have been hard at work the past several weeks doing the necessary, giving invitations to O.C.E. students.

The alumni letter group under Barbara Gates, with a long list of working men, including Frank Linn and Mrs. Knox, has been putting in long hours.

The alumni letter group under Barbara Gates, with a long list of working men, including Frank Linn and Mrs. Knox, has been putting in long hours.

The alumni letter group under Barbara Gates, with a long list of working men, including Frank Linn and Mrs. Knox, has been putting in long hours.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29:
10:30 a.m. Alumni registration in Maple hall (two free admissions)
12:00 noon. Lunches on sale in Maple hall
2:00 p.m. OCE Wolves vs. ROCH Mountainsiders (after game come to Maple hall)
6:30 p.m. Alumni banquet, and meeting in Jessiss Todd hall
9:00 p.m. Homecoming dance in P.E. building (music by the Glenn Woodyard orchestra)

PE Collision Causes Injury

Lamrom reporter, Losi Zeigleman is suffering from a sprained ankle and a hard bump on the head which he received Thursday afternoon when she fell after a collision with two other girls during a P.E. class.

The injury occurred during a demonstration of a "little children's game" called "Black Tom."

It seems that as we grow older we lose interest in the things that makes children appear to lead charmed lives.

As for Losi Losi is spending a very quiet week in the infirmary. It is hoped by the Lamrom staff and all her other friends that she will soon be back on her feet and in there pitching.
RESPONSIBILITY AND INITIATIVE
OCE's Burglars turned honest Wednesday and held up the rest of the student body to the tune of $75.06.

The reformation of these desperate characters is in itself a good news story—but there is more here than news story.

There is a concrete example of just what personal responsibility and student initiative can mean on our campus.

Last year's Red Feather drive netted only $7 or so. Yet this year's accomplished the seeming miracle of a ten-times multiplication.

So how it worked: A couple of the Burglars, a group of seven hardened souls living together "cooperatively" in town, had heard rumors help was needed on the drive. They talked the thing over, and by Monday had convinced their companions that "the honest way" was best.

Came a double-quick but complete planning session, a fast call on friends for aid with posters, and the campaign started by this group. Most of whom are veterans of armed forces service.

Wednesday the attack opened with a daring display (did you see those posters?!) between classes in the auditorium—then continued all day. This was followed up by personal appeals from the Sinister Seven, and an aerial attack (via loudspeaker) from CH's second story windows.

Responsibility for a part—each one carried out his assignment faithfully. Result: $75.06. Responsibility and initiative like that displayed by the Burglars will go a long way to solve other campus problems if applied in like manner.

CONCERNING LAMRON POLICY
After reading the editorial page of last week's Lamron, we felt that "The Lamron..." may have muffed, "What're they trying to do—preach to us?" Well, maybe it did sound like preaching.

But if it did, your idea of preaching and ours certainly differ! We feel this is true. Rather, that the students are taking an active interest in the affairs of the school; that things aren't being allowed to deteriorate simply because "no one cares."

It would be wonderful to fill the Lamron with complimentary remarks, but what good would that do, if we actually know that there are many oppurtunities for improvement on our campus?

Some members of the Lamron staff aren't standing on a pedestal above you. We're all students, just the same as you, which puts us on equal ground. Perhaps one might be that we're actively interested in OCE. If we weren't, we certainly wouldn't be working on the Lamron. Work is needed at OCE—not griping.

From other sources the remark came that by criticism on the OCE in the Lamron, copies of which are mailed out to various schools, we are putting up an unfavorable light on the school.

We believe this is true. Rather, that the students are taking an active interest in the affairs of the school; that things aren't being allowed to deteriorate simply because "no one cares."

It would be wonderful to fill the Lamron with complimentary remarks, but what good would that do, if we actually know that there are many oppurtunities for improvement on our campus?

The Lamron isn't going to be a Pollyanna paper. We want to print news of constant improvement at OCE—but we want the stories to be true.

When the best things occur, we'll write about them. But let's make our plans for a better college come true first.

Student responsibility and initiative are needed to do the job.

The Lamron is the deadline for features, and all copy must be in by Thursday noon. Listed here are the dates upon which various topics will be distributed. Clip them for your convenience.

For all Monday publications, the previous Wednesday noon is the deadline for features. For Tuesday publications, Thursday noon is the deadline for features and Student Council. For Wednesday publications, the deadline for news is Monday noon. For the Thursday issue, it is Friday noon.

For the few Friday editions (to be published because of such events as holidays and examas tomorrow) is the deadline for features, and all copy must be in by Thursday noon. Listed here are the dates upon which various topics will be distributed. Clip them for your convenience.
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Mr. Charles J. Noonan was one of the demonstrators at the Tillamook coconut conference last Friday. The teachers held last Friday and Satur- day, October 21 and 22 at Tillam- ook, Oregon, demonstrated the motion picture projec- tor in order to present a current problem. By using a group of children as examples he showed just how the higher thinking in- structors how to present the prob- lems of modern China on a level that the children could easily under- stand.

Mr. Noonan spoke to all the ele- mentary teachers of the various kinds of visual aids. Among those in the back was a blackboard as a means of teaching poetry and the effectiveness of usu- al aids and enthusiasm in put- ting across an idea to the student. Mr. Noonan spoke separately to each of the three class groups, primary, intermediate, and upper, discussing and demonstrating ways in which each group could handle most effectively.

Thursday and tomorrow, October 23 and 25, Mr. Noonan will address the rural elementary school teachers of Lane County about the utilization of various visual aids as a help in teach- ing and also the teaching of liter- ature to this age group.

Seventy Attend IVC Meeting

Seventy students heard Dr. Victor Sayre at the Monday evening meet- ing sponsored by the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.

According to Dr. Sword there are about 1500 students from the various colleges and universities in this country. "They want us to tell them how to live," said Dr. Sword, "and it is very important that we Americans be very helpful societies. (Deadline and space pres- sure)"

Students are urged to find available workers. The fac­ulty may be referred to qualified students to report any hinding an infection in the near future. Two new audio-visual operators are Jim Spears and Roger Daech. (Deadline and space pressure)

A-V Methods
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Deanpenod, day spring sports day including softball, tennis, archery and golf at OCE.

Each skit gave some idea of the sport being a Saturday afternoon rather than stick out our neck.

This year so that he can afford The Wolves have nothing but achievement that's eminently worth could do justice to any Little All-Americans.

And if that isn't an achievement widely publicized. Van Loo and Lee dope he should see Andy Sandford later, that platoon play gives more a couple of backs who could Lamron.

One of his players after shuttling us the most controversial sub, polished.

The Mountaineers declared Harman. Oregon to boost his claim for Little All-Americans.

By McArthur in Klamath Falls. The powerful Ireland's in Oswego, was to arrange those present. seasonal records. The Wolves are development. "They have had two weeks to iron out flaws which showed up either one of these engagements. the evening of November 3; volleyball at Marylhurst on December 3rd.

Wanted: Baby sitting, evenings... Mrs. Nelle Denning, 110 N. College Dr. Phone 387.

WANTED: Backpacks for boys to room and board. Reasonable Mrs. Episius, 460 W. Main St.

Dr. Putnam To Speak

Dr. H. E. Putnam's class in school administration this week, has none other than the state superintendent of public instruction, Dr. Rex Putnam, as speaker today. Oct. 24, at 3 p.m.

The Studio will be open every Saturday.

The Location Will Be 263 E. MAIN STREET

Morrell Crary, an associate of Mr. McEwan's, for many years will be in charge of the studio and will be equipped for most any type of

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY, WEDDINGS, and COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The same reasonable prices of our Salem shop will prevail!

Sports Scraps

by "Whitie" Blaisdell

Note: First paragraph is quoted from The Oregonian, Debute, the question of free substitution in collegiate football.

"In Football Being Ruined?" column of The Oregonian presents a question of substitution. Free substitution is destroying college football, so says Harvard correspondent in November issue. But in the write-up, "The Platoon System: Is it Ruining Football?" Earl Red Blank of Army describes specialization.

These two coaches, free off and most the gratuitous subject in collegiate football back and forth; the year, says Hamon, past president of the American Football Coaches Association, maintains that free substitution is destroying the personal advantages of the game. "It's a waste of a coach's time," declares Blaisdell. One of his players after shutting on and off the field all afternoon, remarked, "That's it, isn't a football team. It's an army. I'm a part of it and that's standing up for the platoon system, states it brings the fan better, faster, game.

McEwan's Porcelain Plate Shop

The Studio will be open every Saturday.

The Location Will Be 263 E. MAIN STREET

Morrell Crary, an associate of Mr. McEwan's, for many years will be in charge of the studio and will be equipped for most any type of

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY, WEDDINGS, and COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The same reasonable prices of our Salem shop will prevail!